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JACKET REQUIRED

q

ETWOG
Without any UK stockist as yet, ETWOG is targeting some
premium accounts at its Jacket Required debut with its different
take on back packs and duffle bags. The brand combines silicone
and neoprene materials, but manufactures using techniques
more associated with leather craftsmen. The result is
contemporary, and certainly quite unique, and the products are
built to last. The velvet-touch silicone creates a unique
association with the technical elements of jersey-covered
neoprene. The collections are designed and developed by
French designers based in Shenzhen.
For its latest imagery, ETWOG has worked with a creative
collective called Kloudbox (www.kloudbox.com). There are four
different photographers in the crew, and some of the images are
pretty ‘out there’. Also coming soon is a new collaboration with a
tattoo artist who goes by the name of Ugly Kid Gumo.
—

Jacket Required is back once again at the Old Truman Brewery on 26 and 27 January with more superb
collections from around the globe. Tom Bottomley picks out some first time exhibitors keen to offer UK
retailers something fresh for the a/w 17 season.
—
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TRETORN
Founded in 1891 in Helsingborg, Sweden, and
worn in the past by the likes of Björn Borg,
Tretorn is currently only stocked at Number Six in
the UK, but all of that looks set to change as it
becomes the latest fine addition to Brand
Progression’s portfolio. A company restructuring
means the brand, which chiefly focuses on
outerwear for the elements and footwear, hasn’t
been in the spotlight for a while, so it’s a case of
rediscovery and a clean slate for the UK market.
Tretorn’s most famous products are the
‘Sixten’ rain jacket, which retails at £80, and the
‘Nylite’ canvas trainer, which sells at £70. A/w 17
will be a mixture of outerwear and footwear for
both men and women. The quality, brand history
and aesthetic make it an attractive addition to an
independent retailer’s offer, and just 20 initial
accounts are being targeted for the first season.
—
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+351
Using the telephone code of Portugal as its brand name, +351 is a
clothing start-up designed and made in Lisbon. CEO Ana Penha e
Costa says, “We are really proud to produce all our garments locally,
valuing the best-in-class quality standards of our textile
manufacturing industry.” +351’s strong personality stands out in its
distinctive aesthetic. The inception of each collection is inspired by
straight lines, comfortable shapes and different textures mixed with
colour pigments and stamped with its own in-house designed
patterns. The brand recently opened its first flagship shop in Lisbon.
It also sells at the Tictail Market in New York, where it has apparently
been a huge hit, selling out every collection to date. The a/w 17
collection is based on colourful flannel shirts, cotton flamê T-shirts
and sweaters, as well as cotton knitwear and military-style outerwear.
—
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KYTONE
Currently available at The Bike Shed on London’s Old Street, and Krazy Horse
in Bury St Edmunds, Kytone is a motorcycle-inspired brand aiming to rev up its
UK presence by targeting some key independents looking for a touch of
something new. Launched in 2013, Kytone invented the ‘pot’cho’. It’s three
products in one: a poncho, blanket and tent for when you go on a motorcycle
trip. Slightly more commercial are its printed tees, sweats and some very nice
jackets, including one in selvedge denim, while some custom-made gloves are
new for a/w 17. The year ahead looks set to be an eventful one for the brand. It
will be highlighted at events at The Bike Shed, as well as at Wheels & Waves in
France, its country of origin. It’s all about the lifestyle. A motorcycle road trip
from the Andes to the Pacific Ocean is also planned – the perfect opportunity
to really see if their pot’cho does the job.
—
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ARMED ANGELS
p

ARKIN SUPPLY
Arkin Supply is a leather goods brand blending
modern urban lifestyle with rugged British
aesthetics. Focused on hand crafted items that
balance usability and longevity with classic design,
Arkin has created a range of wallets and accessories
using the highest quality British vegetable tanned
leather.
Each item is made using traditional
techniques, designed, cut and stitched by hand
within their Bristol workshop.
This year saw Arkin open their flagship Bristol
store, in which their leather goods workshop is
based. Shoreditch based O’Dell’s has become their
most recent stockist, with a number of other retailers
in key UK cities joining them in coming months.
Arkin’s a/w 17 leather goods collection will explore
traditional British textures and patterns alongside
modern design elements, with a range of wallets and
small accessories in a number of colourways.
—

Without any experience in the field at all, in 2007
Armed Angels’ co-founder, Martin Hoefeler, took
the challenge by the horns and created the
Cologne based eco-friendly brand. Led by a love
of beautiful products, but shocked by the
conditions in the textile industry, Hoefeler wanted
to show the big players that it can be done better.
No wage slavery, no chemical madness, no cheap
mass production. Instead, they started to make
‘beautiful, organic and fair clothes’. Today, with a
team of 50 and four collections every year, Armed
Angels is one of the leading fair-fashion
companies in Germany. And they are very proud
of it. Currently sold in 18 countries, Armed Angels
launches in the UK for s/s 17 with 16 doors. The
men’s ready to wear collection is produced using
environmentally friendly fabrics. They are not out
to chase every trend, but would rather focus on
modern and contemporary collections, with a
keen emphasis on sustainable and high quality
materials.
—

